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ABSTRACT: Online shopping becomes more important in our todays life because of varieties of product are available online. More number of people are using it purchasing online products. As number of online products, their sales and comments are increasing day by day, it is not possible for potential consumer to review all comments and take decision based on them. Buyers’ comments are playing important role in taking decision regarding purchasing of products. Therefore in this paper a feedback analysis system is develop for analyze the feedback comments and tell buyers which organization is best for purchasing. For this opinion mining combining with natural language processing techniques are used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis is most important part of product review. Sentiment analysis is study in which it analyzes the emotions, beliefs of people towards product, organization. In this lots of thing are cover like view mining, emotion mining, influence mining, feeling analysis, product analysis. Opinion is key factor of people behaviors. If there is need to take some decision people want to know the opinion of others. If others opinion are positive towards it then it influence to other people. So many E-Commerce organization providing facility to buyer that comments on purchasing product. So it will help other buyer collect the opinion or aspects towards the product. Even voter can need other people opinion about particular political parties before giving the vote to it. Collecting people opinion is more important for many business, communities, advertising purpose.

Product reviews are a more important contain of information when it comes to making online purchases decision. Some reviews are more important or helpful than others. The goal of this project is to predict the usefulness of a product review. Trust is the most important thing when we want to take any Purchase decision for a particular product. In todays days there are many people which can openly comment on product. They share their experience and thoughts about the product with E-Commerce site.

Trustworthy of organization is important for accomplishment of e-commerce system. People can tell us which points they like about the product as well as dislike of product. So it helps other people to make better decision about which product to purchase. Buyer can leave the comments to seller and rate entire transaction negative, positive, neutral. Normally there exist hundreds and thousands of comments about a product and this number is constantly increasing rapidly as much as people contributing online.

For that problem is how people can read all this comment and getting information about organization. In order to solve this problem we are design feedback comment analysis system for deciding trustworthy organization. Provide correct information that will allow buyers to classify between trustworthy and non-trustworthy Organization. Encourage sellers to be trustworthy.

There are 3 aspects in comment analysis:
1. Positive aspect
2. Negative aspect
Neutral aspect

II. RELATED WORK

Trust and reputation systems represent a significant trend in decision support for Internet Mediated service provision. The basic idea in [1] is to let parties rate each other, for example after the transaction completion they use the average ratings about a given party to derive a trust or reputation score, which can assist other parties in deciding whether to transact or not with that party in the future.

Though web crawler reviews are easily accessible, it is difficult for a potential consumer to read all the reviews for a particular kind of product. Therefore in paper [2] they have used Weka classifier.

In paper [3] author observed that negative comments affect new product sales more than positive comments. Different from the proposition of the diffusion model, e-word of mouth (WOM) has a great effect on new product sales early on and such effect decreases over time.

In this paper [4] claim e-commerce domain can provide all the right ingredients for successful data mining. They describe an integrated architecture for supporting integration. The architecture can dramatically reduce processing of data, cleaning, and data understanding effort documented to take 80% of the time in knowledge discovery projects. They define the data transformation connection required from the customer event streams and transaction processing systems to the data warehouse.

In paper [5] author presents a technique of ontology-based sentiment classification for classify and analyze online product reviews of consumers. They approach based on a lexical variable ontology. Once the testing is done, it could be demonstrated that the proposed method can provide more efficiency for sentiment classification based on text content.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The main objective of proposed work is to develop system which help buyer to decide which product is best and which organization is trustworthy for this we are required to analysis the feedback comment of the organization. This comments are lager in size so buyer cannot read all comments which are place on E-Commerce organization. So it is difficult to take decision about the product and E-Commerce organization. By using this project buyer can easy find out which organization is suitable for purchasing and getting more knowledge about the E-Commerce organization.

There are following phases:-
1. Data Collection
2. Pre-processing
3. Part Of Speech Tagging
4. Opinion feature word Identification
5. Use of SentiWordNet:
6. Classification of Comments
7. Fuzzy Rules.
8. Trust Score Calculation

1. Data Collection:
First phase of this system is collecting the relevant comment dataset from E-Commerce website Like Amaze, e-Bay, Snap deal. Collected data contain lots of information about the products which contain product id, product name, price of product, comments related to product etc. Collected data is not in proper format so it require pre-processing phase for better understanding.

2. Stop word Removal:
Stop word are frequently used word in any language. Stop words are eliminated in most of application because this words frequently use in any application and eliminated this word will focused on important words. For example in search engine query is like “Who is the Prime minister in India.” This type of query search engine searches for the words like “who”, “Prime”, ” minister”, ” India” then it will retrieve more pages containing the words “India”, ” minister”. So it is not related document which we exactly want because any document contain this stop word. By deleting or removing this stop word we can get the proper data to analyse. So this pre-process data can be used for next
processing and enhancement. Stop word removal process can be used for improving and standardizes the processing speed of the data and for better result.

**Figure 1: Broad Overview of Proposed System**

3. **Part of Speech Tagging:**

   POS Tagging stands for Part-Of-Speech tagging. A Part-Of-Speech Tagging (POS Tagger) annotates the part of speech of the word with particular word according to document in which it is use. For example verb(V), adjective (Adj), noun(N),verb phrase(VP),noun phrase(NP), Preposition(PREP), Conjunction(CONJ) etc. In mostly computational applications use more fine-grained POS tags like 'noun-plural'. Part of speech tagging is necessary for identification of adjective, adverb, noun, conjunction. When POS Tagging is done there may be some disambiguation for some words. Like some words can be used as noun as well as adjective so it is difficult to identify the actually sense of that word. POS tagging is mainly use in text mining, opinion mining.

   For example:
   
   The product is excellent.
   
   S NP VP
   ART N V ADJ
   The Product is excellent

4. **Opinion feature word Identification:**

   In opinion feature word identification phase it will identifying the features from collected comments. Like “vacuum cleaner which I purchase yesterday is easy to use and feature is also good and compatible” extract the opinion feature “Quality”. It also specify the opinion is negative, positive, neutral. For example in given comment the word good determine the positive aspect towards the product quality. Other comment like “Laptop keyboard functional is very good but price is very high” express the feature towards “Price”. The feature identification is main done on adjective,
adverb. If the adjective is finding in near to the product feature in comment then it is use as opinion word for that noun. Opinion feature identification is very important in product analysis.

5. Use of SentiWordNet:

After opinion word identification it will tokenize the each comment into number of tokens. Then it will assign the hash value to each word by sequentially then it will check each word with hash value in SentiWordnet for calculation of positive score and negative score.

6. Classification of Comments:

In this phase comments can classify into three aspect positive, negative, neutral comments. By using previous opinion feature word identification step. It will extract the opinion word then like adjective, adverb which present in comment. Then check for available words of positive, negative for classification. If retrieved words match with the positive list of words then that comment is classify as positive comment. If retrieved word match with negative word then that comment is classify as negative comment otherwise neutral comment. This classification is necessary for this project.

7. Fuzzy rules:

In some exceptional cases where it is difficult to predict that comment is positive or negative. Words like not, never, no indicate negative aspect if it comes along with adjective like “not good” then it will change the meaning of entire sentence. Semantic meaning of opinion specified “good” is different from “very good” and it is completely different from “not good”. In second and third cases, there exist modifies term “very” and “not”. In this case fuzzy rules are used to calculated the fuzzy score.

Case 1:

If (value (ADJ) >= 0.5)
Then F.S = value (ADJ) ^1/2
Else
F.S = value (ADJ) ^2

In this if the value of adjective in SentiWordNet is greater than 0.5 then it will calculate the fuzzy score (F.S) according to equation.

Case 2:

Again not, never, etc. will change the orientation of the opinion like {not good will be bad} {never accepted will be always rejected} etc.
In Case 2, we consider the weight (W) of the opinion like (not/never) (Adj/Verb)
Fuzzy Score = 1 – Value Of (Adj / Verb)

8. Trust Score Calculation:

Last step of this analysis is trust score calculation of each E-Commerce organization according to positive score and negative score.

Trust score = TPS/TPS+TNS

TPS stand for total positive score and TNS stands for total negative score.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this section result analysis is done. Firstly collecting the comment database from E-Commerce website. Then applying the preprocessing technique of collected comment database. Pre-processing technique includes special character removal, stop word removal technique. After that Part of Speech Tagging is done on pre-process data. After that using SentiWordNet and fuzzy rules fuzzy score is calculated. For each E-Commerce organization trust score is calculated according to positive feedback score and negative feedback score.

In this figure 3 shows the result analysis for each E-Commerce organization. In that one product is taken i.e Jabra Eargels-Clear which can sale by both the E-Commerce Organization. Calculation of feedback score and Trust score is displayed. Feedback Score is calculated according to the positive comments and negative comments of both E-Commerce organization.
In this Figure 4. shows Feedback score for each E-Commerce organization. Feedback score is nothing but total positive feedback score of each organization. It will useful for the further trust score calculation purpose.
In this Figure 4. shows Trust score for each E-Commerce organization. Trust score is calculated using total positive score/total positive score + total negative score formula.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Our approach demonstrates the novel application of combining natural language processing with opinion mining for trust evaluation for e-commerce applications. It helps us to know which organization is more trustworthy than other for buying the product. Result analysis of this analysis may change according to database used. It can be used in many application Like movie review, hotel review, tourism review, product review. In future other natural language technique can be used for more enhancements in result. In future we can apply intra classification on product database for more accurate result.
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